The Batchelder Award is awarded to an American publisher for a children's book considered to be the most outstanding of those books originally published in a foreign language in a foreign country, and later translated into English.
2018: *The Murderer’s Ape*
by Jakob Wegelius,
translated Peter Graves
Delacorte Press JF Wegelius

2017: *Cry, Heart, But Never Break*
by Glenn Ringtved, illustrated
by Charolotte Pardi, translated
by Robert Moultropp
Enchanted Lion Books P Ringtved

2016: *The Wonderful Fluffy Little Squishy*
by Beatrice Alemagna
translated by Claudia Zoe Bedrick
Enchanted Lion Books P Alemagna

2015: *Mikis and the Donkey*
by Bibi Duman Tak,
translated by Laura Watkinson
Eerdmans JF Tak

2014: *Mister Orange*
by Matti Truus
translated by Laura Watkinson
Enchanted Lion JF Truus

2013: *My Family For the War*
by Anne C. Voorhoeve
translated by Tammi Reichel
Dial Books

2012: *Soldier Bear*
by Bibi Duman Tak
translated by Laura Watkinson
Eerdmans JF Duman Tak

2011: *A Time of Miracles*
by Anne-Laure Bondoux
translated by Y. Maudet
Delacorte Press YA Bondoux

2010: *A Faraway Island*
by Annika Thor
translated by Linda Schenck.
Delacorte Press JF Thor

2009: *Moribito: Guardian of the Spirit*
by Nahoko Uehashi
translated by Cathy Hirano
Arthur A. Levine Books YA Uehashi

2008: *Brave Story*
by Miyuki Miyabe
translated by Alexander O. Smith
VIZ Media YA Miyabe

2007: *The Pull of the Ocean*
by Jean-Claude Mourlevat
translated by Y. Maudet
Delacorte Press JF Mourlevat

2006: *An Innocent Soldier*
by Josef Holub
translated by Michael Hofmann
Arthur A. Levine Books YA Holub

2005: *The Shadows of Ghaames*
by Joëlle Stolz
translated by Catherine Temerson
Delacorte Press JF Stolz

2004: *Run, Boy, Run*
by Uri Orlev
translated by Hillel Halkin.
Walter Lorraine JF Orlev

2003: *The Thief Lord*
by Cornelia Funke
translated by Oliver Latsch
The Chicken House/Scholastic Summer YA Funke

2002: *How I Became an American*
by Karin Gündisch
translated by James Skofield
Cricket Books JF Gündisch

2001: *Samir and Yonatan*
by Daniella Carmi
Translated by Yael Lotan
Arthur A. Levine/ Scholastic JF Carmi

2000: *The Baboon King*
by Anton Quintana
Translated by John Nieuwenhuizen
Walker & Company

1999: *Thanks to My Mother*
by Shoshanah Rabinovits
Translated by James Skofield
Dial YAB Schoschana

1998: *The Robber and Me*
by Josef Holub
Translated by Elizabeth D. Crawford
Henry Holt

1997: *The Friends*
by Kazumi Yumoto
translated by Cathy Hirano
Farrar, Straus & Giroux JF Yumoto

1996: *The Lady with the Hat*
by Uri Orlev
translated by Hillel Halkin
Houghton Mifflin